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Analysis of the molluscum contagiosum virus (MCV) genome revealed that it encodes approximately 182 proteins, 105
of which have direct counterparts in orthopoxviruses (OPV). The corresponding OPV proteins comprise those known to be
essential for replication as well as many that are still uncharacterized, including 2 of less than 60 amino acids that had not
been previously noted. The OPV proteins most highly conserved in MCV are involved in transcription; the least conserved
include membrane glycoproteins. Twenty of the MCV proteins with OPV counterparts also have cellular homologs and
additional MCV proteins have conserved functional motifs. Of the 77 predicted MCV proteins without OPV counterparts, 10
have similarity to other MCV proteins and/or distant similarity to proteins of other poxviruses and 16 have cellular homologs
including some predicted to antagonize host defenses. Clustering poxvirus proteins by sequence similarity revealed 3 unique
MCV gene families and 8 families that are conserved in MCV and OPV. Two unique families contain putative membrane
receptors; the third includes 2 proteins, each containing 2 DED apoptosis signal transduction domains. Additional families
with conserved patterns of cysteines and putative redox active centers were identified. Promoters, transcription termination
signals, and DNA concatemer resolution sequences are highly conserved in MCV and OPV. Phylogenetic analysis suggested
that MCV, OPV, and leporipoxviruses radiated from a common poxvirus ancestor after the divergence of avipoxviruses.
Despite the acquisition of unique genes for host interactions and changes in GC content, the physical order and regulation
of essential ancestral poxvirus genes have been largely conserved in MCV and OPV. q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION and MCV is a common and untreatable opportunistic
infection of AIDS patients (Cotton et al., 1987; Schwartz
Poxviruses are large, double-stranded DNA viruses and Myskowski, 1992).
that infect vertebrates and insects (Murphy et al., 1995; MCV has no close relatives and is the only member
Moss, 1996). The best known members of the family of the molluscipoxvirus genus (Porter et al., 1992; Murphy
belong to the orthopoxvirus (OPV) genus, namely variola et al., 1995). Two or three subtypes have been recognized
virus (VAR), the causative agent of smallpox, and the by restriction endonuclease analyses (Parr et al., 1977;
closely related vaccinia virus (VAC), which so success- Scholz et al., 1989; Porter and Archard, 1992). Attempts
fully served as the smallpox vaccine. The complete ge- to grow MCV in cell culture have been unsuccessful,
nome sequences of VAC (192 kbp) and VAR (186 kbp) though limited replication in human foreskin grafted to
have been determined (Goebel et al., 1990; Massung et mice has recently been reported (Buller et al., 1995; Fife
al., 1993; 1994; Shchelkunov et al., 1993). The genome et al., 1996). The lack of an in vitro replication system
of only one other poxvirus, molluscum contagiosum virus has precluded detailed molecular biological character-
(MCV), has been sequenced (Senkevich et al., 1996). ization of MCV. The genome of MCV is similar to that of
VAR and MCV are unique among the poxviruses in VAC in length and structure but has a much higher GC
their specific adaptation to humans and, with the eradica- content (Parr et al., 1977; Porter and Archard, 1987; Darai
tion of smallpox, MCV is the only member of the family et al., 1986). Until recently, only small segments of the
that commonly causes human disease. MCV produces MCV genome had been sequenced (Porter and Archard,
small, benign, skin tumors primarily in children and 1987; Bugert et al., 1993; Douglass et al., 1996; Hadasch
young adults that persist for many months with only a et al., 1993; Sonntag et al., 1995; Sonntag and Darai,
weak immune response and almost no inflammation 1996). Now, the complete sequence of the MCV type 1
(Postlethwaite, 1970; Epstein, 1992; Porter et al., 1992; genome (190 kbp), with the exception of the terminal
Gottlieb and Myskowski, 1994). In immunodeficient indi- nucleotides, is available (Senkevich et al., 1996). An initial
viduals, however, the skin lesions can become extensive, comparison of the genomes of MCV and OPV indicated
that their central regions are conserved, whereas the
ends are unique and contain genus-specific host re-1 To whom correspondence and reprint requests should be ad-
dressed. Fax: (301) 480-1147. E-mail: bmoss@nih.gov. sponse evasion genes. Here, we provide an in-depth
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analysis of the MCV genome and its comparison with using the PHDhtm program (Rost et al., 1994). Signal
peptides were predicted using the SIGNALP programthose of OPV.
(Nielsen et al., 1997). Protein sequences were partitioned
into putative globular and nonglobular domains usingMATERIALS AND METHODS
the SEG program (Wootton and Federhen, 1996). These
MCV and OPV genome sequences methods were combined and applied to multiple protein
sequences in batch mode using the UNIPRED programThe sequence of the MCV genome (Senkevich et al.,
(Walker and Koonin, 1997).1996) was deposited with GenBank (Accession No.
Protein coding regions were predicted using the Gene-U60315). VAC and VAR sequences and gene designa-
Mark program that derives nonhomogeneous Markovtions are from the Copenhagen (Goebel et al., 1990; Ac-
models for a learning set of coding sequences and ordi-cession No. M35027) and Bangladesh (Massung, 1994;
nary Markov models for noncoding sequences and ap-Accession No. L22579) strains, respectively, unless indi-
plies them to gene identification in uncharacterized nu-cated otherwise.
cleotide sequences (Borodovsky and McIninch, 1993;
Borodovsky et al., 1994). The putative MCV genes thatComputer analysis of nucleotide and protein
have homologs among OPV genes were used as thesequences
learning set for coding regions, and MCV DNA se-
quences containing no long ORFs were used as theDatabase searches for sequence similarities were per-
formed using the programs of the BLAST family (Altschul learning set for noncoding regions. Additionally, the MCV
DNA was screened with models derived for GC-rich hu-et al., 1990, 1994). Nucleotide sequences, translated in all
six reading frames, were compared to the nonredundant man coding sequences (M. Borodovsky, personal com-
munication).protein sequence database (National Center for Biotech-
nology Information, NIH) using the BLASTX program. Pro- Conserved motifs in nucleotide sequences were de-
tected using the DBSITE program (Claverie, 1994).tein sequences were compared to the protein database
using the BLASTP program and to the nucleotide database Phylogenetic trees were constructed using the neigh-
bor-joining method (the NEIGHBOR program) and maxi-translated in six frames using the TBLASTN program.
TBLASTN comparisons were additionally performed with mal parsimony method (the PROTPARS program) with
boostrapping using the SEQBOOT program; all these pro-the dbEST, the database of expressed sequence tags (Bo-
guski et al., 1993). Additionally, protein sequences were grams are in the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein, 1996).
compared to the protein databases using a new version of
the BLASTP program (BLAST2) that constructs alignments RESULTS
with gaps resulting in a greater search sensitivity (Altschul
Terminal regions
and Gish, 1996). BLAST searches were combined with the
search for sequence signatures contained in the PROSITE The poxvirus genome consists of a linear double-
stranded DNA molecule with covalently linked terminilibrary (Bairoch et al., 1996) using the BLA program (Tatu-
sov and Koonin, 1994). (Baroudy et al., 1982). The two ends of the genome are
identical but inverted in sequence (Garon et al., 1978;Clustering of proteins based on the BLASTP scores
was performed with the single-linkage method, using the Wittek et al., 1978). Such inverted terminal repetitions
(ITRs) vary in length from 0.7 kbp in the BangladeshCLUS program (Koonin et al., 1996). Initially, a cut-off
score of 70 was used for clustering; subsequently, multi- strain of VAR to 12 kbp in the Copenhagen strain of
VAC (Goebel et al., 1990; Massung et al., 1994). In theple alignments were constructed for the resulting groups
of proteins and checked for statistical significance and sequenced isolate of MCV (Senkevich et al., 1996), the
ITR is 4.7 kbp but, as with other poxviruses, considerablethe presence of conserved motifs, in some cases re-
sulting in removal of sequences from a group. Additional variability between isolates occurs (Bugert and Darai,
1991; T. G. Senkevich, unpublished observations).sequences were added to some of the clusters based
on the results of BLAST2 searches. The ITRs of poxviruses contain a terminal AT-rich in-
completely base-paired hairpin loop of about 100 nucleo-Pairwise alignments of protein sequences were con-
structed using the ALIGN program (Myers and Miller, tides (Baroudy et al., 1982; DeLange et al., 1984), sets of
short direct repeats (Wittek and Moss, 1980; Baroudy1988). Multiple alignments were made using the MACAW
program (Schuler et al., 1991). Screening the sequence and Moss, 1982; Pickup et al., 1982), and in some cases
expressed genes (Wittek et al., 1980). A covalent connec-databases with motifs extracted from multiple alignments
or directly from BLAST outputs was performed using the tion between the strands of MCV DNA was revealed
by electron microscopy of partially denatured moleculesCAP and MoST programs (Tatusov et al., 1994). Multiple
alignments were also used to screen databases with the (Parr et al., 1977) and by rapid renaturation of restriction
endonuclease fragments (Porter and Archard, 1987). ThisHidden Markov Model (HMM) method implemented in
the HMMer program (Eddy et al., 1995). connection is not in the available sequence, however,
since an estimated 30 to 50 terminal nucleotides wereTransmembrane segments in proteins were predicted
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(Borodovsky et al., 1994). Altogether, homologs were de-
tected for 126 ORFs in the MCV genome; 105 have direct
counterparts among OPV proteins, 11 have cellular ho-
mologs only, and 10 have the highest similarity to other
MCV proteins. For 2 members of the last group, similarity
to cellular proteins was also directly detectable in data-
base searches, and for 5 others, a relationship with cellu-
lar proteins and/or other poxvirus proteins could be es-
tablished secondarily through similarity to related MCV
proteins (Tables 1 and 2).FIG. 1. Organization of unique and repetitive sequence elements in
the MCV ITR. The left end of the genome including the predicted hairpin The MCV coding regions that have homologs in OPV
loop is shown. The boxes labeled A, B, C, D, E, and F represent tandem were used to train the GeneMark program for gene rec-
repetitive elements. The repetitive sequences are shown in parenthe- ognition (Borodovsky and McIninch, 1993), resulting in ases with the numbers of repeats indicated by subscripts. Occasional
fourth-order nonhomogeneous Markov model. Thisvariations were observed in some of the repeats. In element A, the
model recognized all but one of the genes whose prod-number of T residues in the underlined sequence varies from 5 to 9;
the first and two last repeat units in A are incomplete. In element F, ucts showed similarity to cellular proteins, with the ex-
approximately 1% of the AC doublets are replaced by GC. MC001R ception being the small gene MC148R, as well as 23
represents an ORF that starts in the left ITR and continues into the
additional putative genes. A nearly identical set of genesadjacent unique sequence.
was predicted with the model for cellular genes with high
GC content. All of these predictions were subsequently
supported either by the identification of putative promot-removed by mung bean nuclease digestion during clon-
ers (see below), by the prediction of protein structuraling of the ends of the MCV DNA (Senkevich et al., 1996),
features such as signal peptides and/or transmembraneT. G. Senkevich, unpublished results). Direct repeats are
helices, or by both (Table 1).present within the MCV ITR (Bugert et al., 1993). In Fig.
This two-step gene recognition procedure produced a1, the repeats are represented as a combination of three
set of 154 confidently predicted genes, but left severaldistinct types of repetitive elements interspersed with
long intergenic regions. All ORFs containing at least 30unique sequences. A sequence similarity between the F
codons in these regions were explored in detail in searchand part of the A repeats was also discerned (not shown).
of possible transcription signals and protein structuralOnly the repetitive element closest to the terminal hairpin
features that would be indicative of actual genes. In anloop shows some similarity, in terms of size and compo-
attempt to produce a gene set that was as complete assition, to the short tandem repeats found in the ITRs of
possible, we also included several ORFs that were notother poxviruses.
predicted by any of these criteria but appeared to be the
longest ORFs in regions not containing more confi-The MCV gene complement
dentally identified genes. We indicated the basis for the
selection of individual ORFs, noting those that are mostThe MCV genome contains 64% GC and hence encodes
a low frequency of the stop codons UAA, UAG, and UGA. speculative, in Table 1.
Consequently, MCV DNA contains a greater number of
long and overlapping open reading frames (ORFs) than Arrangement of ORFs
VAC or VAR DNA with their 34% GC content. Indeed, there
are 693 ORFs that start with ATG and contain at least 50 The ORFs in the MCV genome occur in blocks within
which most are oriented in the same direction (Fig. 2).codons in the MCV genome, in contrast to 361 and 335
such ORFs in the similar-length VAC (Copenhagen strain) The largest blocks of leftward-oriented ORFs are on the
left side of the genome and the largest blocks ofand VAR (Bangladesh strain) genomes, respectively. This
made careful delineation of the gene complement of MCV rightward-oriented ORFs are in the middle and on the
right side, an arrangement also present in OPV genomesa critical part of the genome analysis. For this purpose,
we had employed a hierarchical strategy that resulted in (Goebel et al., 1990; Massung et al., 1994). We are unsure
whether any functional genes are present within the ITRsa conservative estimate of 163 predicted genes (Senke-
vich et al., 1996). Here, we undertook a more detailed of MCV. The ORF of 488 codons (MC001R), beginning
proximal to the tandem repeats within the left ITR andanalysis of all MCV ORFs and produced a list of 182
genes, 154 of which should be considered most highly extending past the junction into unique sequences, was
considered only because of its location and length (Tablelikely (Table 1). For consistency, we retained the original
gene reference numbers and used decimals to interpolate 1 and Fig. 1). The corresponding ORF (MC164L) in the
right ITR is even longer (680 codons) but overlaps withadditional ORFs.
Statistically significant sequence similarity between MC163R, a confidently predicted gene. Additional un-
listed ORFs are contained entirely within the ITRs butthe product of an ORF and a known protein(s) is the most
reliable indication that the ORF in question is a real gene they were not predicted to be bona fide coding regions
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TABLE 1
The MCV Gene Products
a The predicted genes are numbered consecutively from the left end of the genome. ‘‘L’’ indicates genes transcribed leftward, and ‘‘R’’
indicates genes transcribed rightward. Question marks indicate tentatively identified genes as discussed in the text.
b L, location; SC, sequence conservation; GM, GeneMark prediction.
c E, early promoter; I, intermediate promoter; L, late promoter.
d Only the closest homolog is indicated; the gene names are for VAC strain Copenhagen unless indicated otherwise; VAR strain Bangladesh
gene names are indicated when the corresponding gene is missing in VAC; the homologs are identified by their names in the SWISS-PROT
database (names with underlines) or by the gene identification (gi) number in the nonredundant database; the alignments included the entire
length of the shorter protein unless indicated otherwise.
e Only fragments of both proteins could be aligned; the alignment length is indicated.
f The EST encodes a partial protein sequence; the coding region contains frameshift errors, and the protein sequence was tentatively
reconstructed so as to obtain an optimal alignment.
g SP, signal peptide; TM, TM-N, TM-I, TM-C, transmembrane helix, N-terminal, internal, and C-terminal, respectively; S –S, disulfide bond;
NGL, predicted nonglobular protein; NGL-N, NGL-I, NGL-C, large N-terminal, internal, or C-terminal nonglobular domains, respectively.
h Functions of the VAC proteins are indicated according to Johnson et al. (1993) and Moss (1996) unless specific references are indicated
in parentheses.
by sequence similarity, GeneMark, or transcription signal Poxvirus homologs of MCV proteins
analyses. Moreover, these ORFs are not conserved in
The 105 MCV genes with OPV homologs are includedITRs of different MCV isolates (T. G. Senkevich, unpub-
in Table 1. In all cases, structural features (signal peptide,lished results) and probably arise from the repetitive se-
transmembrane domains, and nonglobular regions) andquences in these regions (Fig. 1).
functional motifs predicted for an MCV protein were alsoWe previously noted that the majority of conserved
predicted for the VAC homolog. The MCV gene comple-genes are in the central portion of the genome and that,
ment includes homologs of all OPV genes known to bewith only two exceptions, both gene order and arrange-
essential for replication. One previously mentioned possi-ment are the same in MCV and OPV even though there
ble exception is the VAC B1R gene encoding a proteinare some uniques genes interspersed between con-
served genes (Senkevich et al., 1996). kinase (Senkevich et al., 1996); mutations in this gene cause
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TABLE 1—Continued
a temperature-sensitive phenotype when the virus is propa- Moss, 1996), but have only 26% identities with their MCV
homologs; notably, both of these proteins are predictedgated in some cell lines (Rempel and Traktman, 1992).
The sequence relatedness of predicted MCV proteins to have nonglobular structures (Table 1) and to physically
interact with each other (E. P. Black, N. Moussatche, andand VAC homologs, listed in Table 1, varied from 15 to
79%. By grouping the VAC ORFs according to their simi- R. C. Condit, personal communication). The enzymes of
VAC and MCV that are involved in mRNA modificationlarity to MCV ORFs, an interesting and useful functional
correlation was noted (Fig. 3). The proteins involved in (capping, methylation, and polyadenylylation) are also
highly conserved with sequence identities that rangetranscription are the most highly conserved; of the 11
proteins with highest identity (75 and 65% groups), 9 are from 52 to 59%. Similarly, VAC and MCV enzymes in-
volved in replicating or modifying DNA (DNA polymerase,RNA polymerase subunits or transcription factors. The
eight RNA polymerase subunits of VAC (J6R, A24R, A29R, topoisomerase, uracil DNA glycosylase, and D5R en-
coded nucleoside triphosphatase) have sequence identi-E4L, J4R, A5R, D7R, and G5.5R) are from 45 to 79% identi-
cal to the corresponding MCV ORFs. Similarly, the VAC ties of 53 to 56%.
The VAC virion components with no known enzymaticearly and late transcription factor genes (D6R, A7L, H4L,
A1L, A2L, and G8R) and their MCV counterparts are from activities or roles in transcription or replication vary from
15 to 62% in identity with the corresponding MCV ORFs,50 to 76% identical. Apparent exceptions are the recently
described VAC factors, H5R and G2R, which are involved probably reflecting the functional diversity of this group.
There are examples of highly conserved core (MC049L/in late transcription (Condit et al., 1996; Kovacs and
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TABLE 1—Continued
VAC I7L; 62%) and membrane (MC069/VAC L1R; 58%) tive ATPases (Table 1). Some of these proteins, such as
the homologs of a glutathione peroxidase (MC066L), anproteins. However, of the five glycoprotein components
of the outer membrane of the extracellular enveloped MHC class 1 protein (MC080R), and a CC chemokine
(MC148R), are likely to protect MCV against host responsesVAC, three are divergent (15 to 22% sequence identity)
and two are missing in MCV. to infection (Senkevich et al., 1996). Typically, such homolo-
gous protein pairs have 20 to 30% identity (Table 1). OneInterestingly, the comparison of MCV ORFs to the nu-
cleotide sequences of OPV genomes revealed two small, exception is the putative selenocysteinyl glutathione peroxi-
dase (MC066L), which is 74% identical to its cellular homo-nonoverlapping, conserved ORFs that were not noted in
the previous analyses of VAC and VAR genomes. These log. The percentages of identical residues in the homolo-
gous MCV and cellular proteins are similar for the 20 pro-genes, designated A14.5L and O3L, may encode small
hydrophobic proteins that are expressed late in infection teins that are shared by MCV and OPV and for the 16 MCV
proteins that have no counterparts in other poxviruses andand could be previously undetected components of the
poxvirus virion membrane (Table 1, Fig. 4). are likely to be involved in virus– host interactions. Further-
more, proteins that are highly conserved between MCV and
Cellular homologs of MCV proteins VAC are not much more likely than moderately conserved
Altogether, 36 MCV proteins have recognizable cellular proteins to have cellular homologs. For example, a few of
homologs; conserved functional motifs shared with cellular the RNA polymerase subunits but none of the similarly
proteins could be detected in several additional proteins, conserved early or late transcription factors have recogniz-
able cellular homologs.including the poly(A) polymerase catalytic subunit and puta-
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TABLE 1—Continued
MCV gene families The MCV counterparts for the two previously de-
scribed OPV families will only be mentioned here.
Leporipoxviruses and OPV possess a number of
Thus, the four distantly related MCV genes, MC050R,
genes encoding related proteins, at least some of which
MC095R, MC100R, and MC123R, are homologs of VACmay have evolved by duplication within the viral genome
DNA and RNA helicase family members (Koonin and
constituting multigene families (Upton and McFadden,
Senkevich, 1992b; Table 2). Similarly, two MCV genes,
1986; Smith et al., 1991; Senkevich et al., 1993; E. V.
MC098R and MC099R, with MutT pyrophosphohydro-
Koonin, unpublished observations). In order to identify
lase motifs are homologs of the previously described
MCV gene families, we compared the protein coding
VAC genes D9R and D10R, respectively (Koonin, 1993;
sequences of MCV and other poxviruses to a database
Table 2).
of all poxvirus protein sequences and performed clus-
tering based on BLASTP scores (Koonin et al., 1996). Unique MCV gene families: Putative membrane
This procedure resulted in the delineation of 11 MCV proteins and apoptosis inhibitors
gene families, 8 of which have one or more OPV homo-
logs (Table 2). With some exceptions discussed below, Two of the three MCV-specific gene families encode
predicted membrane proteins (Table 2). Each of the twothe proteins included in each of the families show simi-
larity to each other that is statistically highly significant proteins comprising one of these families (MC003L and
MC157R) contains a putative signal peptide, a transmem-in the context of the complete nonredundant protein
sequence database. brane helix, and an immunoglobulin domain and may
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TABLE 1—Continued
be a plasma membrane receptor with as yet unknown MC160L contain all the key amino acid residues that are
conserved in DED domains (Fig. 5), and an HMM modelspecificities (Senkevich et al., 1996). One protein in the
second family, namely MC002L, has a similar domain derived from the alignment of known DED domains de-
tected the two MCV proteins, together with an uncharac-organization; the first predicted transmembrane helix of
each of the homologous proteins MC161R and MC162R, terized equine herpesvirus 2 protein, with scores signifi-
cantly higher than those for any other proteins. When thehowever, seems too far from the N-terminus to function
as a cleavable signal peptide. BLAST2 search was repeated with the newly identified
DED domains, related domains were detected in otherThe third unique MCV gene family is of particular inter-
est as its two members, MC159L and MC160L, contain herpesviruses (bovine herpesvirus 4, herpesvirus saimiri,
human herpesvirus 6, human herpesvirus 7, and humana duplicated DED (MORT) protein interaction domain that
is involved in FAS and TNFR1 signal transmission path- herpesvirus 8 (Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated virus)) pro-
teins, as well as in four ESTs, thus expanding the knownways leading to apoptosis (Boldin et al., 1996; Muzio et
al., 1996). In standard database searches, the similarity DED family (Fig. 5). The DED domains of the equine
herpesvirus-2 E8 and MCV proteins were recognized in-between these MCV proteins and DED domains of FADD
(also called MORT 1) and MACH 1-b (also called FLICE dependently and evidence was obtained that E8 and
MC159 bind MACH 1-b and FADD, respectively, andor caspase 8) was of limited statistical significance (P
value of about 0.07 for MC159L and MACH 1-b proteins block FAS- or TNFR1-induced apoptosis (Bertin et al.,
1997).as computed using BLAST2). Nevertheless, MC159L and
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TABLE 1—Continued
this protein contains disulfide bonds that affect confor-Conserved gene families of membrane proteins
mation (Wolffe et al., 1995; Ichihashi and Oie, 1996).
Two of the eight families of MCV genes that are con- MC069R shares the structural features of L1R including
served in OPV encode putative membrane proteins with the N-terminal penultimate glycine, suggesting that it too
a generally similar domain organization, namely, the ab- is a myristylated envelope protein. Although their similar-
sence of an N-terminal signal peptide, a conserved do- ity to L1R is consistent with the VAC F9L protein and its
main with a distinctive pattern of potential disulfide MCV homolog (MC016L) being virion envelope compo-
bonds, and a single, C-terminal transmembrane domain. nents, they are unlikely to be myristylated because they
One of these families, consisting of MC069R and lack the critical glycine (Towler et al., 1988).
MC016L and their respective VAC homologs L1R and Members of the other family of putative membrane
F9L, is conserved through the entire sequence length, proteins with disulfide-bonded domains are encoded by
with each protein containing six invariant cysteines po-
MC068R, MC078L, and MC121L and their respective VACtentially capable of forming three disulfide bonds, and a
homologs G9R, J5L, and A16L. These proteins all sharesingle predicted transmembrane helix near the C-termi-
a conserved C-terminal domain with eight invariant cys-nus (Fig. 6A). These features are also conserved in the
teines that may form four disulfide bonds and a singleswine poxvirus homolog C19L (Fig. 6A). The L1R protein
transmembrane helix (Fig. 6B). The family relationship isis a major myristylated component of the VAC intracellu-
strongly supported by the similar domain organizationlar mature virion envelope (Franke et al., 1990; Ravanello
and particularly the unique pattern of conserved cys-and Hruby, 1994) and is a target for potent neutralizing
monoclonal antibodies (Wolffe et al., 1995). Furthermore, teines, even though the similarity between these proteins
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TABLE 1—Continued
was of moderate statistical significance when the com- ble 1 and below) and J5L has been shown to be an
essential protein that is expressed late in infection (Zajacplete database was screened (P values between 0.001
and 0.1). The MC078L/J5L gene products are small pro- et al., 1995). Whether the proteins of this family are un-
characterized membrane components of virions or areteins that consist solely of the conserved domain;
MC0121L/A16L and MC068R/G9R also contain an up- involved in morphogenesis or other late functions re-
mains to be determined.stream domain with five additional conserved cysteines
that may form two conserved disulfide bonds, and per-
Conserved gene families of putative redox activehaps an additional disulfide bond with the position of the
proteinssecond cysteine varying in different proteins (Fig. 6B).
The G9R protein contains an N-terminal penultimate gly- The existence of novel redox proteins is suggested by
the presence of disulfide bonds in certain VAC proteinscine that is apparently myristylated (D. E. Hruby, cited in
Johnson et al., 1993), as does MC068R. The MC121L/ located within the usually reducing cytoplasmic environ-
ment (Rodriguez et al., 1987). Two glutaredoxins encodedA16L proteins also contain N-terminal penultimate gly-
cines whereas the MC078L/J5L proteins do not. All the by VAC have been described. The first, O2L, is not essen-
tial for VAC replication and may be a cofactor for ribonu-genes in this family have consensus late promoters (Ta-
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TABLE 2
MCV Gene Families
Genes: MCV/OPV conserved in MCV and OPV Promoter type Structural features and function
MC050R/I8R Late DNA and RNA helicases and nucleic acid-dependent
MC095R/D6R Late ATPases; early transcription
MC100R/D11L Late
MC123R/A18R Early?, int.?, late
MC098R/D9R Early Putative pyrophosphohydrolases
MC099R/D10R Late
MC032L/E2L Early Unknown
MC042L/O1L Early
MC130L, MC131L, MC133L/A29L, A30L, A31L (VAR) Late ATI/fusion proteins
MC069L/L1R Late Membrane proteins, unique disulfide-bonded domain
MC016L/F9L Late
MC068R/G9R Late Membrane proteins, unique disulfide-bonded domain
MC078L/J5L Late
MC121L/A16L Late
MC051L/(D7L/VAR)a Late Putative membrane (secreted?), glutaredoxin/
MC053L/(D7L/VAR)a Early thioredoxin-like (?) proteins, also distantly related
MC054L/(D7L/VAR)a Early to MC040R/E10R
MC004L/none Early Putative glutaredoxin/thioredoxin-like proteins;
MC005L/none Early MC005L, predicted membrane or secreted protein
MC105L/A3L (VAR) Early
Unique to MCV
MC002L Early Predicted membrane proteins
MC161R Early
MC162R Early
MC003L Early Predicted membrane proteins
MC157R Early
MC159L Early Putative apoptosis regulators; contain duplicated
MC160L Early DED domains
a Low similarity, not orthologs.
cleotide reductase (Ahn and Moss, 1992; Rajagopal et MC053L, and MC054L is statistically significant in a com-
plete database search using BLAST2 (P value 1004). Byal., 1995). MCV has neither an O2L nor a ribonucleotide
reductase homolog. MC059 is homologous to the second contrast, this protein family shows only a limited similarity
to MC040R/E10R proteins and their cellular homologs, pri-VAC glutaredoxin, G4L, which has an unknown role in
virus replication (Gvakharia et al., 1996). marily in the motif which includes the glutaredoxin-like pair
of cysteines (Fig. 6C). The alignment of this motif is veryMC040R is homologous to the VAC E10R gene, which
has a pair of conserved cysteines separated by two resi- unlikely to be produced by chance (P value 10015) as
computed using the MACAW program when the searchdues, a configuration typical of redox active centers of
glutaredoxins and thioredoxins (Holmgren, 1989). MC040R/ space is limited to the poxvirus proteins and the cellular
homologs of E10R. Therefore, we tentatively combine theE10R proteins show significant sequence similarity to Afri-
can swine fever virus, yeast, and rat proteins as well (Fig. E10R group with the MC051L– MC053L–MC054L family in
a superfamily of proteins predicted to possess redox activ-6C). ERV1, one of the yeast homologs of E10R, is an essen-
tial protein required for mitochondrial biogenesis (Lisowsky, ity. The poxvirus proteins in this family contain N-terminal
hydrophobic regions, whereas in the African swine fever1992; Lisowsky, 1994), and the rat homolog has been identi-
fied as a liver regeneration augmenting factor (Hagiya et virus, human, and one of the yeast proteins, these regions
are considerably more hydrophilic (Fig. 6C). The hydropho-al., 1994). The characteristic cysteine pair is also present
in proteins encoded by another gene family which consists bic regions may be either signal peptides or membrane
anchors. The MC040/E10R proteins have late promotersof MC051L, MC053L, and MC054L, as well as proteins of
VAR (but the gene is disrupted in the VAC WR strain and and may have roles as membrane-anchored glutaredoxin-
like proteins that facilitate the formation of disulfide bondsabsent from the VAC Copenhagen strain), ectromelia, and
swinepox (Table 2, Fig. 6C). The similarity among MC051L, in other viral proteins. The members of the MC051L–
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site (Table 2, Fig. 6D). A four-way alignment (P value
1005) reveals a pattern of conserved residues, which,
together with the similar size of these proteins and the
presence of a putative redox cysteine pair, suggests a
genuine relationship, although the similarity among
these three MCV proteins is not statistically significant
in a complete database search. One of the MCV proteins
contains an N-terminal hydrophobic segment that may
function as a signal peptide or a transmembrane domain,
whereas the remaining proteins in this family lack long
hydrophobic regions and are likely to be cytoplasmic.
Like most of the MCV proteins with no counterparts in
OPV, these MCV proteins are predicted to be expressed
early in infection.
It is notable that MCV encodes eight proteins with
putative redox sites compared to only three such proteins
in VAC Copenhagen (G4R, O2L, and E10R) and five in
VAR and VAC WR. Furthemore MC066L is a putative sele-
nocysteinyl glutathione peroxidase. The abundance of
potential redox proteins may indicate that inactivation of
free radicals is critical for the replication of MCV.
Conserved family of inclusion proteins
Another conserved protein family consists of homologs
of viral A type inclusion (ATI) proteins (Ichihashi et al.,
1971; Shida et al., 1977; Patel et al., 1986; Osterrieder et
al., 1994). The cytoplasmic intracellular mature virions
of some poxviruses are embedded in the ATI matrix,
presumably to protect them from the environment after
cell lysis and release. The organization of genes for ATI
protein homologs is highly variable in different poxvi-
ruses, indicative of a complex pattern of gene deletions
and duplications (Table 2, Fig. 7A). MCV possesses three
genes (MC130L, MC131L, and MC133L) coding for ATI-
like proteins with conserved sequences indicated by the
pairs of stippled and white boxes in Fig. 7A. We noted
that two of the three ATI genes of MCV, namely MC131L
and MC133L, as well as ATI genes of OPV, contain C-
terminal domains (indicated by the black bars) that are
homologous to the small fusion proteins of OPV, called
p14 for VAC strain WR (Fig. 7A). The similarity between
the C-terminal portion of MC133L and the fusion proteins
was highly significant when the complete database was
searched (P 1008), whereas the corresponding values
FIG. 2. Predicted MCV ORFs. ORFs are numbered as in Table 1, with
for MC131L were moderate but also significant (P rightward ORFs above the line and leftward ones below. Coding: white,
0.002). MCV contains only this conserved domain associ-predicted early genes; black, predicted intermediate or late genes; shaded,
genes with no identifiable promoter sequence; T indicates consensus ated with ATI proteins and does not encode a corre-
termination sequence (TTTTTNT) for early genes transcribed rightward, sponding small fusion protein. Interestingly, this domain
and overturned T for early genes transcribed leftward. contains a conserved motif with a unique pattern of in-
variant amino acid residues (Fig. 7B), suggesting a spe-
MC053L– MC054L family are predicted to be expressed cific function distinct from virus– cell membrane fusion
early in infection and therefore are likely to have functions that is mediated by the N-terminal portion of the VAC
other than virion morphogenesis. fusion protein (Gong et al., 1990).
MCV encodes yet another putative family that consists
Promoter consensus sequencesof three proteins (of which only MC105L has a homolog
in VAR and VAC WR strain) with a conserved pair of AT-rich sequences preceding the MCV ORFs resemble
the promoters of OPV and stand out against the GC-richcysteines resembling a glutaredoxin/thioredoxin active
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FIG. 3. Sequence conservation between MCV proteins and their homologs in VAC. Ordinate, number of homologous proteins; abscissa, percentage
of amino acid identity of MCV and VAC (Copenhagen) proteins. Color coding of protein functional categories: pink, transcription, DNA replication,
nucleic acid modification; blue, enzymes not predicted to be directly involved in synthesis of RNA or DNA; yellow, virion proteins without known
enzymatic roles; lavender, unknown functions. D9R, D10R, and A32L are listed under enzymes (blue) but their activities have only been predicted.
F13L (yellow) is a virion membrane component that is predicted to have enzymatic activity (Koonin, 1996; Ponting and Kerr, 1996).
background of the remainder of the MCV genome, making MCV genome compared to that of VAC. From an alignment
of the 29 conserved MCV promoters, a position-dependentthe prediction of promoters more straightforward than it is
for the AT-rich VAC genome. Blake et al. (1991) had noted weight matrix (Claverie, 1994) was generated; this was used
for an iterative screening of the 5*-untranslated sequencesthat the sequence upstream of one MCV ORF resembled
an OPV late promoter and that another sequence resembled of the remaining MCV ORFs. Combined with visual inspec-
tion, this resulted in the prediction of early promoters for 90an early promoter. Our comparison of the 5*-untranslated
regions of 29 VAC early genes with the corresponding re- MCV genes (Fig. 2 and Table 1).
The TAAAT transcriptional initiator sequence is the mostgions of the homologous MCV genes revealed that the 15-
bp core promoter sequences (Davison and Moss, 1989a) prominent element of VAC late promoters (Rosel et al., 1986),
although it is also found associated with a minority of earlywere located at nearly the same distance from the start
codon, allowing a confident prediction of promoters for both and intermediate genes (Ahn et al., 1990; Keck et al., 1990).
TAAAT is most frequently followed by G to form the firstviruses. For many of the VAC genes in this set, the transcrip-
tion start sites had been identified experimentally, support- codon of the ORF, although in some cases the TAAAT is
followed by an A and an ATG is located several nucleotidesing the promoter position. The 29 putative MCV and VAC
early promoters had nearly identical nucleotide frequencies downstream. These sequences are present in most of the
MCV genes that are homologs of VAC late genes as wellin most positions (Fig. 8). This correspondence is remark-
able, in view of the much higher overall GC content of the as some additional genes (Table 1 and Fig. 2). One or more
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FIG. 4. Two previously unrecognized ORFs encoding small putative transmembrane proteins conserved in MCV and OPV. Alignment of predicted
MC119L with VAC and VAR homologs A14.5L and A15.5L, respectively. Alignment of predicted MCV 043.1R with newly named VAC and VAR
homologs O3L and Q3L, respectively. Conserved amino acids are shaded and predicted structural features indicated.
T tracts located between 08 and 024 relative to the first A Some MCV genes contain both early and late promoter
consensus sequences (Table 1) and this combination ofof TAAAT are associated with strong late promoters (Davi-
son and Moss, 1989b). Such sequences were found up- transcription signals is conserved in most of their OPV
homologs.stream of approximately one-half of the putative late genes
of MCV. In most cases, both the length and the position of An intermediate promoter sequence was defined by mu-
tagenesis and an alignment of the regions just upstreamthe T tract are well conserved in homologous MCV and VAC
genes as shown by the examples in Fig. 9A, suggesting of the three VAC genes A1L, A2L, and G8R encoding late
transcription factors (Baldick et al., 1992). Important featuresthat the relative strengths of the promoters are similar.
FIG. 5. Alignment of putative apoptosis inhibitors encoded by MCV with homologous cellular and viral proteins. For proteins with duplicated DED
(MORT) domains, the two copies are designated n (N-terminal) and c (C-terminal). The numbers on the left and center indicate the number of amino
acids from the N-termini of the aligned proteins and between the conserved motifs, respectively. The consensus shows amino acid residues that
are conserved in more than 50% of the aligned sequences. U indicates a bulky hydrophobic residue (I, L, V, M, F, Y, W). The minus sign in the
consensus sequence indicates a negatively charged residue (D or E) and the plus sign indicates a positively charged residue (K or R). The residues
that conform to the consensus are shown in boldface type. The most prominent conserved motif, located toward the C-terminus of the DED domain,
is highlighted by inverse typing. The sequences of cellular (human) and herpesvirus proteins involved or implicated in apoptosis were from the
NCBI nonredundant protein sequence database: MACH-beta-1, gi1403325; FADD, gi791038; MCH4, gi1498324; PEA-15, gi854322; E8-EHV2 (equine
herpesvirus 2), gi1360817; U15-HHV6 (human herpesvirus 6), gi451938; U15-HHV7 (human herpesvirus 7), gi451938; K13-HHV8 (human herpesvirus
8, Kaposi’s sarcoma associated herpesvirus), gi1718327; the BHV4 (bovine herpesvirus 4) sequence is from a previously uncharacterized 182 codon
ORF encoded by nucleotides 2846 to 3381 in the nonconserved region E sequence (GenBank Z46385); the EST sequences are identified by their
accession numbers in the dbEST database.
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of this sequence include a TAAA transcription initiator site encode protein squences that are sufficiently conserved so
as to allow an unambiguous alignment and were availableand an AAANAA core sequence 11 to 13 nucleotides up-
stream of the TAAA. This consensus is conserved in the for several vertebrate poxviruses as well as for homologous
sequences in an entomopoxvirus or a bacterium as an out-MCV homologs of these genes as shown by the alignment
in Fig. 9B. Several other VAC gene promoters that fit the group. The genes satisfying these criteria and included in
phylogenetic analysis were the DNA polymerase (MC039L),intermediate consensus and lack T tracts typical of strong
late promoters are also shown in Fig. 9B, even though their the uracil DNA glycosylase (MC093R), the early transcription
factor subunit (MC095R), the virion NTPase I (MC100L), andregulation has not been determined precisely. Generally,
the 11- to 13-bp sequence between the core and the initia- the rifampicin-sensitivity factor (M102L) genes. Thus, 10
trees were constructed (2 methods X 5 genes), 3 of whichtor of the MCV intermediate promoters are more GC-rich
than their VAC homologs (Figs. 9A and 9B), consistent with are shown in Fig. 11. Depending on the gene and the
method of tree construction, 2 alternative topologies werethe suggested spacer role of this region. A striking excep-
tion is the almost perfect identity of the AT-rich sequences observed (compare Figs. 11A and 11B with 11C). Of the 10
trees, the first topology with MCV radiating from a commoncomprising the entire VAC A18R promoter and its MCV
homolog, raising the possibility of an additional regulatory trunk with OPV (VAC and VAR) and parapoxvirus (ORF) or
leporipoxvirus (SFV), after the divergence of avipoxvirusrole of the spacer in this case. One gene, D12L, encoding
the large subunit of capping enzyme, with a predicted inter- (FPV), was found 7 times. More importantly, in 3 cases this
topology was strongly supported (80%) by bootstrap analy-mediate promoter, also contains an early promoter that is
conserved in the MCV homolog. sis, as opposed to only 1 case of relatively strong support for
the alternative topology which groups MCV with avipoxvirus.
Transcriptional termination sequences Thus, the scenario of poxvirus evolution depicted in Figs.
11A and 11B is the most likely one. This is compatible withTranscription stops 20 to 50 bp downstream of the
the fact that OPV and leporipoxviruses share a number ofTTTTTNT termination sequence of many VAC early genes
conserved genes not found in MCV, particularly those that(Yuen and Moss, 1987). This sequence was detected at
encode proteins involved in the interaction with the hostthe end of 46 predicted early genes of MCV (Fig. 2). In
immune system (McFadden and Graham, 1994; Alcami anda number of cases, the terminator is far downstream of
Smith, 1995). Another corollary of this evolutionary scenariothe end of the coding region, sometimes inside a late
is that any genes that are conserved in avipoxviruses andgene; furthermore, on 24 occasions, a single terminator
in OPV, parapoxviruses, or leporipoxviruses but not in MCVoccurs following 2 or more early genes, suggesting the
may be ancestral genes that were eliminated in the lineageformation of a 3*-coterminal nested set of mRNAs (Fig.
leading to MCV. At present, this is the situation for 3 genes,2). Examples of internal terminator sequences, thought
namely DNA ligase, C10L, and thymidine kinase; at least forto be nonfunctional because of secondary RNA structure,
thymidine kinase independent acquisition by avipoxvirushave been noted in a few VAC genes (Lee-Chen et al.,
and OPV is possible (Koonin and Senkevich, 1992a). As1988; Luo and Shuman, 1991). Only two predicted early
more avipoxvirus sequences become available, additionalgenes (MC094R and MC129R) contained a terminator
ancestral genes may be revealed.signal within the coding region and in one case the signal
was also present in the VAC homolog; in each of these
DISCUSSIONgenes, both early and late promoters were detected.
The essential poxvirus genes
Concatemer resolution signal
The present report contains the first detailed com-
The putative MCV DNA concatemer resolution signal (Fig. parison of the complete genomes of distantly related
10) was identified by its location near the end of the genome vertebrate poxviruses. Of the 182 predicted MCV
and by the presence of sequence elements similar to those genes, 105 have direct counterparts in OPV (Senke-
of other poxviruses (DeLange and McFadden, 1987; vich et al. , 1996). This shared set includes: (1) all 51
Merchlinsky and Moss, 1989). These elements, TAAAT sep- of the OPV genes considered to be essential for repli-
arated by seven to nine nucleotides from six to seven con- cation in cell culture, based on currently available
secutive Ts (Merchlinsky and Moss, 1989; Merchlinsky, data; (2) 15 OPV genes that are not absolutely essen-
1990), can function as a late promoter (Hu and Pickup, 1991; tial, even though some enhance virus spread; and (3)
Stuart et al., 1991). Although MCV has only five consecutive 39 that are uncharacterized with regard to function.
Ts, the late promoter function might be enhanced by the From this analysis, we suggest that between 51 and
nearby run of four Ts (Davison and Moss, 1989b). 90 genes comprise the minimal complement for repli-
cation of vertebrate poxviruses. The completion of the
Phylogeny of MCV
sequence of avipoxviruses and leporipoxviruses
should allow a refinement of this number.Phylogenetic trees for 5 poxvirus genes were constructed
using 2 methods based on different principles, namely The physical arrangement of the common genes is
virtually identical in MCV and OPV (Senkevich et al.,neighbor-joining and protein parsimony. The genes chosen
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FIG. 6. Conserved poxvirus protein families with unique patterns of predicted disulfide bonds. (A) The major VAC myristylated protein L1R and
VAC F9L are aligned with their MCV counterparts MC069R and MC016L, respectively. Also aligned is the swine poxvirus (SWPV) C19L ORF.
Conserved cysteines are marked by asterisks and highlighted by reverse typing. Other consensus amino acid residues conserved in all of the
aligned sequences are indicated in boldface; the other designations are as in Fig. 5. (B) Parts of the VAC myristylated protein G9R are aligned with
its MCV counterpart MC068R and with the homologous VAC/MCV pairs A16L/ MC121L and J5L/ MC078L. The numbers on the left indicate the
number of amino acids from the N-terminus; other numbers indicate the number of amino acids between domains. (C) The group of viral and
cellular proteins homologous to VAC E10R protein and the MC051L-MC053l-MC054L family were aligned separately and superimposed using the
MACAW program. The alignment within each group is highly reliable but the alignment between groups should be considered tentative, with the
exception of the motif around the putative redox active cysteines (indicated by the bar). Consensus shows residues conserved in at least 50% of
the aligned proteins. The sequences of the African swine fever virus and cellular proteins homologous to E10R were from the nonredundant protein
database: pB119L/ASFV, gi780443; ALR/HUMAN (augmenter of liver regeneration), gi644888; ERV1_YEAST, gi119564; YP3085.03c/YEAST, gi1072405;
yk51h9.3/CAEEL (C. elegans), gi1049356. (D) Alignment of MCV and VAR proteins comprising another family of putative thioredoxin-like proteins.
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FIG. 6— Continued
1996). As the repertoires of genes implicated in virus – those blocks differs widely between the two viruses
(Binns et al., 1988; Mockett et al., 1992). Thus, compari-host interaction in MCV and OPV appear to be com-
pletely different, the evolution of the viral genomes sons of gene organization are consistent with our phylo-
genetic prediction and suggest that the gene order ofshould have involved a number of recombination events.
It seems likely, therefore, that the conservation of gene MCV, OPV, and leporipoxviruses became fixed after the
divergence of avipoxviruses.order is at least partly due to selection pressure against
shuffling of DNA sequences. Although based only on We found a correspondence between gene function
and sequence conservation. The VAC and MCV proteinsDNA hybridization or limited sequencing, the order of
capripoxvirus and leporipoxvirus genes also appears to involved in mRNA biogenesis and DNA replication were
more similar to each other than were the poxvirus pro-be conserved (Gershon et al., 1989; Fleming et al., 1993;
Mercer et al., 1995). The situation may be different in teins of other functional classes. Since not all of the
genes involved in the latter processes have been identi-avipoxviruses, since there are blocks of fowlpox virus
DNA sequence within which genes exist in the same fied, the best candidates may be among those highly
conserved.relative position as OPV but the genomic location of
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FIG. 7. Conservation and variability among poxvirus A type inclusion genes. (A) Organization of genes encoding ATI-like proteins in MCV and
OPV. The MCV genes M130L, MC131L, and MC133L contain domains (stippled and white boxes) that are present in the homologous ATI genes
of OPV. For strain WR of VAC and cowpox virus (CPV), the ATI proteins are designated by the size of the ORF in kDa (K) rather than by a formal
ORF name. Two of the MCV ATI-like proteins, MC131L and MC133L, contain a third C-terminal domain (black bar) that is present in the ATI proteins
of OPV as well as in short fusion proteins: A31L of VAR, 14K of VAC (WR), A27L of VAC (COP), and 14K of CPV. (B) Alignment of the conserved
fusion protein motifs. MCV, VAC, and VAR proteins correspond to A. FUS/CAPRI (gi137868), FUS/ORF (gi137869), and FUS/MYXOMA (gi321384)
refer to the putative fusion proteins of capripox, orf, and myxoma viruses, respectively. Numbers and consensus amino acids as in Fig. 5. $ indicates
serine or threonine.
Only 36 MCV proteins have recognizable cellular ho- represented in dbEST (Adams et al., 1995; Schuler et al.,
1996), it appears unlikely that cellular homologs for mostmologs. Additional cellular homologs were not identified
by screening databases with sequences conserved be- poxvirus genes will ever be detected by sequence com-
parisons. Assuming that viral genes were originally de-tween MCV proteins and those of other poxviruses and
with motifs and HMMs derived from multiple alignments. rived from cellular genes, the acquisition of additional
functions may have led to dramatic changes in sequence,With the availability of the complete genome sequence
of yeast (Goffeau et al., 1996), more than 50% of the thereby obscuring their origin. Determination of the three-
dimensional structure of cellular and viral proteins, how-nematode Caenorhabditis elegans sequence (Waterston
and Sulston, 1995), and the majority of human genes ever, may help capture residual relationships.
MCV gene expression
Although there is a paucity of experimental data re-
garding MCV gene expression (Porter et al., 1992), we
can confidently conclude that the regulation is very simi-
lar to that of VAC. MCV encodes highly conserved homo-
logs of all of the OPV genes known to encode RNA poly-
merase subunits, transcription factors, and mRNA modifi-
cation enzymes. Furthermore, early, intermediate, or late
VAC promoter consensus sequences are present up-
stream of MCV genes. This promoter analysis produced
a nearly complete, though hypothetical, picture of MCV
gene expression (Fig. 2). With only a few possible excep-
tions, each pair of homologous genes in MCV and OPV
possesses the same type of transcriptional signal, indi-
cating that the temporal pattern of gene expression is
conserved. In addition, the consensus termination signal
TTTTTNT is strategically placed near the ends of many
early MCV genes. A great majority of the unique MCV
FIG. 8. Consensus early promoter sequences. The sequences up- genes appear to have early promoters. Early promoters
stream of 29 VAC early genes and their MCV homologs were aligned. are also found next to many OPV genes that have noThe occurrence of each nucleotide at every position of the 15-bp core
counterparts in MCV and such regulation is compatiblesequence is shown. The most frequent nucleotide at each position is
indicated below the graphs. (A) MCV; (B) VAC (Copenhagen strain). with the role of these gene products in host cell interac-
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viral replication to occur in resting cells. The missing
genes include a DNA ligase, two ribonucleotide reduc-
tase subunits, glutaredoxin (O2L), thymidine kinase,
thymidylate kinase, guanylate kinase, and deoxyuridine
triphosphatase. The absence of these enzymes may limit
the replication of MCV to metabolically active keratino-
cytes. In this respect, there is enhanced proliferation of
cells in the basal layer of Molluscum contagiosum le-
sions and labeling of viral inclusions with [3H]thymidine
appeared most intense in the suprabasal layer and fol-
lowed a gradient of diminishing labeling through the stra-
tum spinosum toward the granular layer (Epstein et al.,
1966).
MCV assembly and spread
MCV particles are similar to those of other poxviruses
in size, appearance, and chemical composition (Goodpa-
ture and Woodruff, 1931; Pirie et al., 1971; Oda et al.,
1982), though antigenic cross-reactivity could not be
demonstrated (Mitchell, 1953; Shirodaria and Matthews,
1977). Moreover, the morphological sequence of MCV
development into brick-shaped intracellular mature viri-
ons (IMV) resembles that of other poxviruses, as deter-
mined by electron microscopy (Dourmashkin and Bern-
FIG. 9. Alignment of promoters of MCV late and intermediate genes
hard, 1959; Sutton and Burnett, 1969; Epstein and Fuka-with VAC homologs. (A) The late promoter sequences were aligned
yama, 1973). Consistent with this, we found that MCVwith respect to the underlined TAAATG transcriptional/translational
start sites; T tracts, typical of strong promoters, are also underlined. encodes homologs of all of the structural and membrane
(B) Alignment of promoters of VAC intermediate genes with MCV homo- proteins that are known to be essential for the formation
logs. The sequences upstream of seven VAC genes (indicated on the of IMV by OPV.
right) and of their MCV homologs (Table 1) were aligned with respect
Subsequent steps, involving the formation of virus in-to the AANAA consensus sequence. G8R, A1L, and A2L are bona fide
clusions and the membrane wrapping and externaliza-intermediate promoters. The regulation of H7R, D12L , A18R, and A6L
was inferred from the consensus sequence. In each case the ORF tion of virions, appear to vary for different poxviruses.
starts with the ATG on the right. The TAAA consensus sequence is The polarity of virus development in cell strata and the
underlined. absence of mature virus particles below the spinous
layer are unique features of MCV (Sutton and Burnett,
1969). In cells infected with VAC, some IMV are wrappedtions at an early stage of the infection. Two interesting
with Golgi membranes to form intracellular envelopedexceptions are the deduced late promoters of MCV
genes MC013L and MC066L, which encode a DnaJ mo-
lecular chaperone homolog and a glutathione peroxi-
dase, respectively.
MCV genome replication
MCV DNA replication, like that of other poxviruses,
occurs in cytoplasmic factory regions (Epstein and Fu-
kayama, 1973). Although the details of poxvirus DNA rep-
lication remain largely unknown, it seems likely that MCV
and OPV use similar mechanisms. A consensus concate-
mer resolution signal sequence was found near the hair-
pin termini of the MCV genome, as occurs in other poxvi- FIG. 10. Alignment of poxvirus concatemer junction resolution sig-
nals. The resolution consensus signal (Merchlinsky, 1990) is shown inruses. Moreover, genes that have been associated with
a box at the top. VAC, Shope fibroma virus (SFV), capripox virus (CAPRI),VAC DNA replication, namely DNA polymerase, uracil
fowlpox virus (FPV), and MCV sequences are aligned and the twoDNA glycosylase, topoisomerase, and the putative nucle-
parts of the resolution consensus signal are boxed. In each case theoside triphosphatase encoded by the D5R gene, are sequences are from the right ITR of the genome and are numbered
highly conserved in MCV. Nevertheless, MCV lacks many for MCV. The late promoter consensus TAAAT and T runs, predicted
to enhance late promoter function, are underlined.nonessential genes of other poxviruses that may allow
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Golgi wrapping of virions, if it occurs at all, is not a
prominent feature of MCV morphogenesis, consistent
with our determination that there are no MCV homologs
for two of the three OPV proteins (B5R and A27R) known
to be required for IEV and EEV formation and that others
are highly divergent.
Suppression of host defense mechanisms
OPV and leporipoxviruses encode a large number of
proteins that antagonize host immune defenses. These
include secreted proteins that inhibit complement activa-
tion and bind interferons, tumor necrosis factor, and in-
terleukin 1 and intracellular proteins that interfere with
the actions of interferon, interleukin 1, and apoptosis
signaling pathways (McFadden and Graham, 1994; Al-
cami and Smith, 1995; Moss, 1996). As MCV infections
usually persist in the skin for many months without in-
flammation (Heng et al., 1989; Viac and Chardonnet,
1990), the absence of MCV homologs of these poxvirus
genes, with the exception of 3b-hydroxysteroid dehydro-
genase/steroid D5-D4 isomerase, was completely unan-
ticipated (Senkevich et al., 1996). It is likely, therefore,
that MCV encodes an entirely new set of proteins that
limit the host response. Candidates for such proteins
include the previously noted homologs of MHC class I
molecules, CC chemokines, and glutathione peroxidase,
as well as families of novel membrane proteins (Senke-
vich et al., 1996) and apoptosis inhibitors (Bertin et al.,
1997; this paper). The possession of different host re-FIG. 11. Phylogeny of poxviruses. Branch lengths are arbitrary. The
root position was forced using the respective outgroup. The numbers sponse evasion genes by MCV and OPV can be ex-
at the forks show the number of bootstrap repetitions, out of 500, in plained in two general ways. Either MCV and OPV ac-
which the given topology was observed. (A) A PROTPARS tree derived quired specific host response evasion genes indepen-for DNA polymerase (E9L and homologs). (B) A neighbor-joining tree
dently after radiating from a hypothetical poxvirusderived for DNA uracil glycosylase (D4R and homologs). (C) A neighbor-
ancestor or the ancestor had a ‘‘complete’’ set of suchjoining tree derived for virion NTPase I (D11L and homologs). Protein
sequence alignments used for tree construction were generated with genes and some were deleted during the evolution of
the CLUSTALW program (Higgins et al., 1996). The E9L alignment (1055 MCV and OPV.
columns) and the D4R alignment (238 columns) included the entire While the production of proteins that antagonize thelengths of all the compared proteins, whereas the D11L alignment (379
immune system may contribute to the prevention of in-columns) included only the C-terminal portions of the proteins since
flammation, the restriction of MCV infection to the epider-the complete sequence of this gene from Shope Fibroma virus was
not available. For each set of protein sequences, the alignment was mis, the apparent low level of cell-to-cell spread, and the
unambiguous since the alignments of the vertebrate poxvirus se- encapsidation of the lesions may minimize the signaling
quences contained at least 50% identical residues, and the alignments of the immune system.with the sequences used as outgroups contained at least 30% identical
residues. The alignments are available upon request.
Conclusions
The determination of the MCV genome sequence andvirions (IEV) that fuse with the the plasma membrane to
liberate extracellular enveloped virions (EEV) that medi- its comparison with that of OPV have revealed more
about the molecular biology of MCV than all previousate cell-to-cell spread (Schmelz et al., 1994). In contrast,
large numbers of MCV are packed into the cytoplasm studies combined. Indeed, the great similarity in organi-
zation of the essential genes of MCV and OPV and theand greatly distend the keratinocyte; the nucleus is com-
pressed and cytoplasmic membranes and organelles are almost complete difference in genes involved in host
interactions were not anticipated. Moreover, some MCVpushed against the plasma membrane. Some studies
demonstrated a well-demarcated zone of lipid or a mem- gene products, e.g., DNA polymerase and topoisomer-
ase, are potential targets for antiviral therapy that maybranous sheath that physically separates the MCV inclu-
sions from the plasma membrane (van Rooyen, 1938; be tested by recombinant methods. A full understanding
of MCV replication and host interactions, however, willShelley and Burmeister, 1986; Heng et al., 1989). Thus,
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Borodovsky, M., and McIninch, J. (1993). GenMark: Parallel gene recog-require the propagation of the virus in tissue culture sys-
nition for both DNA strands. Computers Chem. 17, 123 – 133.tems.
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